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Manufactured from to in the U. In , the bike received a cosmetic makeover with a complete
redesign of the front fairing, improvements to the bike's front suspension, larger tires were
added to help cope with the bike's heavy weight and to accommodate radial tires,
improvements were also added to the bike's cam chain tensioner in an attempt to remove the
annoying cam chain rattle some riders had reported. The model also had its power slightly
increased, and it gained weight. In , the bike's looks were overhauled with a more streamlined
and modern looking bodywork added. This system was derived from a s RCB world endurance
race bike. No major changes were made after A touring model was briefly launched that offered
a larger screen and hard panniers. The CBR's engine went largely unchanged throughout its
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Varadero. Make Honda. Inspired By A Champion. No motorcycle connects rider, machine and
road like a sportbike. The immediate acceleration, the chassis that feels like an extension of
your own skeleton, the power, the handlingâ€”and the bigger the sportbike, the more intense
the experience. The SP also includes a special lightweight subframe with solo seat cowl. Low
miles, sitting at around miles. Aftermarket TOCE exhaust and fender eliminator kit. Very fast,
fun bike. Need sold- make offers. The immediate acceleration, the chassis that feels like an
extension of your own skeleton, the power, the handling and the bigger the sportbike, the more
intense the experience. The SP doesn t stop there, with hand-selected engine parts for weight
and balance, including pistons and connecting rods. Features May Include: Rider PositionIn ,
the footpegs were moved further back by 10mm, and the handlebar angles revised inward and
downward to move the rider triangle slightly downward and forward. WindscreenA
bubble-shaped windscreen works in concert with the rider position changes to reduce wind
resistance. The 43mm Showa fork is smoother, more responsive and gives you excellent
front-end feedback. This allows for a more compact design but more importantly, it helps
centralize the bike s mass. All motorcycles are special. But there s something about a sportbike
that distills the experience into something even more pure. So immediate. Such an intense
connection between rider and bike. The power is unlike anything else in our lineup the chassis
and suspension are a tribute to Honda s decades of racing dominance. And there s plenty of
technology, too, but it s the best kind: invisible, non-intrusive, there only when you need it. For
we have a couple of versions for you. Its Honda-designed assisted slipper clutch is the same
type used on our MotoGP bikes. The design does away with the need for heavy clutch springs,
ensuring full power transmission with smooth shifting and a light clutch pull at the lever.
Twin-Spar Aluminum ChassisA four-piece aluminum frame design balances strength, rigidity
and lightness. It also detects. Great sportsbike! Two Brothers exhaust. Barely been rode. This
one is a beauty and a great deal! You don't want to miss this one for riding season! Bike has
always been stored in a garage when not in use. Has a Two Brothers cabron fiber slip on
muffler, fender eliminator with integrated turn signals and a Bazzaz unit. Has a small scratch on
the side where it was dropped in my driveway see photo below. New tires just installed last
year. Serious offers only buyer must have cash or be able to obtain financing. The CBRRR is the
purest of the pure, a bike with nothing to dilute the experience of the rider and the bike. Bike is
clean, garage kept, never laid down with clear title in hand. All services completed at Honda
dealer. Just serviced in July. Will come with woodcraft frame sliders, solo seat, and extra grips.
Please Call or email for more information. Very clean and never been down. Garage kept Just
over 10k Payson, AZ. Hollywood, FL. Ridgefield, WA. Winter Springs, FL. Rock Springs, WY.
South Kingstown, RI. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Honda Cbrrr Maryland. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine 1, cc
Posted Over 1 Month. Category Beta Sport Bikes ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Honda. Model CBRrr. Taylormade
exhaust, governor chip bypass. Red underglow lights. Very fast bike. Located in central illinois.
We finance all credit levels! Apply online. Freshly redesigned and looking better than ever,

Honda s signature cc sportbike continues a long tradition of handling prowess with a whole lot
more punch. The CBR RR s engine has been let loose to rev up to 13,rpms thanks to significant
weight reduction and the incorporation of a larger bore and shorter stroke. There is no shortage
of power here, with the mid and top end packing a very welcome punch via one of the most
seamless power-bands you ll find. This new CBR is packed full of technology designed to make
the smoothest riding experience possible. The Ignition Interrupt Control system is designed to
smooth initial throttle opening between shifts by reducing power output while changing gears
for seamless acceleration. The CBR RR also sports a wet slipper clutch which significantly
reduces jolts during quick downshifts. Honda s Fireblade has always been one of the best
handling cc sport bikes around, and continues to get better. With a more compact chassis, and
balanced weight distribution, the CBR fits like a cc bike with the performance of a It has a clean
title and will pass our rigorous Point Inspection and oil change performed by our trained
Technicians. Some inspections take days or more so please call to confirm time frame. As
motorcycle enthusiasts just like you we at Simply Street Bikes love to ride, and our goal is to
give you the Premier Motorcycle Experience with: 1 The largest selection of pre-owned
motorcycles in Minnesota, 2 The best tire prices in town, or 3 While-U-Wait service on most
makes and modelsHave another bike to trade or sell? We can take nearly any type of vehicle on
trade, and we also buy motorcycles outright and offer a consignment option to help sell the bike
on your behalf. Need Shipping? Need Financing? We have a variety of lenders with flexible
options to fit your needs, as well as a great lay-away plan. Call us today at or text us at ! Simply
Street Bikes purchases hundreds of motorcycles each year. The vast majority go through our
rigorous inspection process, are serviced, and sold as Simply Certified with a warranty.
However, some vehicles will not go through that inspection process due to a variety of reasons,
including lack of service department availability, duplicate units, mileage, cosmetic condition,
mechanical condition, or other unique situations. They are only available to be viewed in person
at our Outlet location. We have verified that these vehicles start, run, drive, and shift. They are
sold without inspection, as-is, with no warranty, and at a substantial discount from our Simply
Certified units. Keep in mind that just like purchasing a vehicle from a private party, as-is
purchases carry more risk than a Simply Certified motorcycle with a warranty. If you are not
interested in buying a vehicle as-is, we have a huge selection of inspected and serviced bikes
available at our main location. Most of which come with a warranty! This liter beauty is very
clean and sharp and the matte black paint looks awesome. We have noticed some very light
scrapes on the left side mirror edge like it was rubbed against something, but they are very
minor. It comes with an M4 pipe already installed, but that is all, so the new owner can
customize it with all the gear they want. Plus, with such low miles, the tires are still in great
shape as well. This bike is not for the beginner, but would be an excellent upgrade for the rider
looking to join the liter class of sport bikes! Stop by and see this incredible beauty for yourself!
Superbikes have always been special machines, offering levels of power, handling, and
refinement no other streetbikes can match. Where you get a degree of connection unlike
anything in the class. Trackdays your specialty? We have ONE coming in February of No 's will
be produced First one with the funds gets this baby!! Superbikes are special machines, offering
levels of power, handling, and refinement no other streetbikes can match. The engine is all new,
with a compression ratio, new pistons and new cams. A titanium cam cover, ignition cover and
sump make it super light. More weight savings come from a lighter frame and seat subframe,
and a thin-wall titanium fuel tank. Suspension on the SP is a track-ready Ohlins system front
and rear. This street legal motorcycle is being produced in small quantities sufficient for racing
homologation, and it will be the basis for competition in World Superbike, AMA MotoAmerica
and other global racing series. The SP2 has all of the advanced features of the SP, plus forged
Marchesini wheels and a unique cylinder head with larger intake and exhaust valves. So zip up
your leathers. Buckle up your helmet. And get ready to experience two of the best Honda
Superbikes ever. Lawrenceville, GA. Burnet, TX. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Carthagena, OH.
Coconut Creek, FL. Cripple Creek, CO. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Honda Cbr rr. Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Honda has been in the Superbike doldrums for what feels like
forever. Motorcycle racing is a funny old game. A look at the recent history of WorldSBK does
not read well for the biggest manufacturer in the world. As seems to be the case for pretty much
every motorcycle these days, the new Honda superbike landed in almost every other country
and districts around the world before it got here. It seems they already have done so, as Honda
tells us a large portion of the first batch of deliveries were pre-sold to guys and girls across the
country. The model owed much of its being to the CBRRR, a bike that received gradual
improvements over its life but was, at its core, essentially the same thing. If you want to just

know what the new bike is like to ride, head to the ride section of this test. In a
wordâ€”everything. The genes of Honda RC V-S of can be found littered throughout the
Fireblade, including the bore and stroke of 81 x The 81mm bore is now the MotoGP-class
standard, something those with long memories will remember Ducati was very vocal about
when they introduced the Panigale V4 S back in The new over-square motor is a dramatic
deviation from the previous-generation CBR, which ran with 76 x 55mm bore-and-stroke figures.
On the other side, the dramatically shorter Titanium conrods are used for the first time in the
Fireblade, resulting in a 50 percent weight reduction over the steel units used in and before.
New, forged alloy pistons save a total of 20 percent in weight and pivot on the top of the conrod
via new beryllium copper small ends bushings. These pistons use a multi-point jet that sprays
cooling oil in various directions under the piston through each combustion cycle at high revs.
Interestingly, the valve train itself is driven by a semi-cam gear train, where the cam chain is
driven by the timing gear on the crank via the cam idle gear, helping make the system shorter
top to bottom. The motor has a 0. Those valves are now at a reduced 9-percent incline down
from percent , to reduce the surface area in the combustion chamber, resulting in a tiny but still
important two-percent gain in intake efficiency. Like the motor, the chassis has come in for a
top-to-bottom makeover. The aim was more vertical 18 percent and torsional nine percent
rigidity, but less horizontal rigidity 11 percent for better side-of-the-tire behavior and rider feel,
with the engineers totally revising the geometry in the process. There are 18 individual
thicknesses of pressed aluminum that make up the swingarm, with its horizontal rigidity also
reduced by 15 percent. Another big change is the shock is now mounted directly from the
linkage off the swingarm to the motor rather than the frame, which helps reduce the loads put
through the chassis. Geometry-wise, the new Fireblade is a pretty big departure from the old
one. The center of gravity has been raised with the crankshaft 1. The wheelbase has been upped
1. The seat height is down 0. These figures are telling, showing the rider is now hunched much
further forward and lower down and with the gas tank cover now 1. You can get absolutely lost
in the OBTi system. The damping is controlled by the IMU and the ECU, and riders can store
three combinations of individual settings from across all the modesâ€”like having three track
settings, if you wish. If you switch to the Auto Track mode, you also get Acceleration and
Cornering as an option. Need more stability under braking? Dialing in braking. Squatting too
much on the rear under throttle? Dial in acceleration. You get the idea. Honda has also fitted the
revised electronic steering damper, with three settings available to you in soft, medium or hard.
Honda has been a firm believer in the electronic-steering-damper setup, going way back to the
mids to find the original version. The brakes are now the vastly superior Brembo Stylema
four-piston calipers clamping 10mm larger discs at mm and matched to a Brembo radial
master-cylinder. Back in , one of the biggest flaws with that bike was the wheelie and traction
control were under the same algorithm. It was a bloody nightmare, especially at a wheelie-prone
place like Portimao, where it was launched. Fast forward to and the systems are separate, with
wheelie control its own three levels. But if you switch off the traction control, you also switch
off wheelie controlâ€”so in that way, the systems are still linked. Luckily, this is nowhere near
as bad as what it was four years ago, but still an odd thing to do from the Big H. The
ride-by-wire throttle settings have been altered for a more precise pick-up and matched to three
new riding modes, down from the five of the old bike, that give you preset parameters for power,
traction, wheelie and engine brake control, as well as suspension adjustmentâ€”all of which you
can change individually if you like. Basically, you engage the system, pin the throttle and
modulate the clutch to keep the revs in the ideal spot. All the journalists at the Thunderhill
launch had a go on the system, and only one got a semi decent start. The result? The dash is
another big change. You need to homologate them, hence Ducati with its wing setup and, well,
almost everyone else. As mentioned earlier, the gas tank cover is 1. The first thing you notice
when climbing on board the is the ergonomics. The handlebar position is flatter and wider,
allowing for more leverage when cornering and making it a little easier to tuck your torso under
the screen than the old bike. So, thanks, Honda. That was nice of you. When compared
back-to-back, you can tell the DNA of the two bikes but the is much more purpose built. I rather
like the ride position of the old bike, given that the pegs are a bit lower, the ride position a little
more relaxed. The bike is, dare I say, quite easy to ride. It also feels lazier, in everything from
cornering to acceleration and especially braking. And that, let me tell you, is a good thing. That
shows Honda is on the right path with the machine. The emissions police have sunk their teeth
into the new Fireblade, which has dulled the bottom-end power delivery. Coming out of the
second-gear left hander at the back of the pits turn 11 and nailing the throttle at rpm was met
with delinquency, as the motor labored past the rpm flat spot. Noise is now taking almost as
much precedent, especially intake noise to be fair, both intake and exhaust noise are, err, rather
loud on the new CBR. However, you can tell the engine has good bones. Once the motor is

cleared of all that crap and tuned by some skilled hands, this thing will be an absolute rocket on
the racetrack. On the plus side for the street bike, at least, is a beautiful throttle response, at
either low or high rpm. You should ride the new CBR like a supersport bike at least in emissions
form , keeping the revs up and the motor spinning hard. Another area the bike dominates is the
chassis. This suspension, combined with that excellent throttle response and the supreme grip
from the Pirelli Supercorsa SP rubber, allows you to dial in more and more throttle earlier and
earlier in the corner, constantly urging you to max out acceleration drive. Here, the new
electronics come to the fore. Conversely, dial them up even just a couple of levels to level three,
and they become quite i
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ntrusive. That, he felt, would be the ideal level of electronic intervention. He might be onto
something. Back to the mechanicals, and one of the biggest areas of improvement is the
brakes. With the new Brembo radial master-cylinder matched to the Stylema calipers, it really
shows how rubbish the brakes on the edition were. Another fact is the is much more stable at
high speed. Top speed we got at Thunderhill was about mph on the dash, with the a bit more
flighty than the new bike. Rather than labor with an old, revamped bike, they should have done
this when Nicky came to the series all those years ago. Once the motor is tuned properly, this
thing will be a weapon and right on par with the best from Japan and Europe. The build quality
is top-notch, the chassis is brilliant, and racy ethos now at the fore. Rennie Scaysbrook October
8, Next Up. We use cookies and browser activity to improve your experience and personalize
both the content and advertising you see. I accept Privacy policy.

